CLUB RICHELIEU
TORONTO

PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT TO THE FUNDRAISING ACTIVITY
“DRAW 50/50 OF CLUB RICHELIEU TORONTO”
Club Richelieu Toronto (CRT) wishes to raise money through the activity "Draw 50/50 of Club
Richelieu Toronto" ("the Activity") to carry out its mission to promote the French language at the
regional level through social, educational, cultural, economic and non-partisan political activities and
to contribute to the development of individuals and our communities.
The Activity is subject to the following rules, which form an integral part of this agreement.
















Participant: A person who participates in the Activity.
Jackpot: The total of the amounts contributed for a Draw by all Participants plus any amounts
already contributed by Participants, or former Participants, that have not been distributed.
Bank: for a Participant, his/her numbers that were a winning number at least in on Draw. The
Bank returns to zero after each Amount distributed.
Winner: Participant(s) for whom each of the six (6) numbers was part of at least one Draw since
the last Amount distributed.
Amount distributed: 50% of the Jackpot to the Winner(s), in equal parts, and 50% to the CRT.
Draw: The six (6) winning numbers from the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation ("OLG")
6/49 game on Wednesday of each week.
Activity leader: A member of the CRT appointed by the Board of Directors and responsible for
the Activity. The name of the Activity leader will be posted on the CRT’s website.
The cost for the Participant to the Activity is $2 per week.
The Participant must pay a minimum of ten (10) weeks ($20) in advance and a maximum of fiftytwo (52) weeks ($104) in advance ("Payment"). The Payment must be received in full by the
CRT no later than 12:00 (noon) on the Monday immediately preceding the first Draw to which
this amount is allocated. A Payment is considered to be received in full when the CRT has
received it in cash, by successful Interac transfer (info@richelieutoronto.ca) or by cheque. The
Participant will be included in the Draw only if this condition is met. There are no exceptions.
A Participant who does not make a Payment is automatically no longer a Participant.
Each Participant chooses six (6) numbers from 1 to 49 ("My numbers"). The Participant can
change his/her numbers only when he/she makes a Payment.
The Winner(s) will receive the Amount distributed by cheque no later than 12:00 (noon) on the
Tuesday following the Draw.
The name of the Winner(s) and the Amount distributed will be posted on the CRT’s website no
later than 12:00 (noon) on the Friday following the Draw.
A Participant may revoke his/her participation in the Activity by sending his/her decision to the
person in charge of the Activity at info@richelieutoronto.ca ("Revocation"). The Revocation
takes effect on the day on which the Participant receives written confirmation from CRT. Until
then, the Participant has the obligation to comply with the terms and requirements of this
agreement. CRT has ten (10) business days to confirm the Revocation, failing which the
Revocation becomes effective on the eleventh (11th) day following its receipt by CRT. The
Participant will be entitled to a refund of its Payment for the portion relating to the Draws that
have not taken place the day of the Revocation.
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